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AGATI is defined by versatility. Designs combine a unique blend of aesthetics and engineering, 

distinguished by their eclectic styles. Inspired by the need for furniture that is both timeless and universal,

AGATI is committed to the design and engineering of each and every piece.

Furniture built to last a lifetime means investing in the future. AGATI is dedicated to implementing sound

environmental practices such as utilizing domestic reforested lumber, as well as reusable packaging 

materials. AGATI believes in helping preserve resources at no expense to the integrity of the product 

or the satisfaction of the customer.

Celebrated for its design. Chosen for its quality. 
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RIO PULL UP

The Rio Pull Up is the perfect complement to its companion chair, 

the Rio Lounge. A slimmer, more agile version of the Lounge, the 

Rio Pull Up still features the Rio’s signature curves, supported by

tapered legs and a solid wood base or a new caster base option.

A stylish, casual alternative to the lounge chair, the Rio Pull Up’s 

adaptability makes it an essential: comfortable lounge seating, 

contemporary guest seating, or supportive in institutional settings.

The Rio Pull Up is available as a bar or counter height stool, a children’s

chair and also with high back options. The Rio Pull Up is a part of 

the AGATI Rio Collection, which includes lounge chairs, settees, sofas

and a matching ottoman. Visit www.agati.com to see more.
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